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Despite the current pros and cons of the newly-instituted 5-1-5 
academic prograµi here, an9ther unfortunate aspect of the new 
curriculum has come to light recently which, in the long nin, may hurt 
the college in just the spot where it needs it the least ... enrollment. 
As is the CllSe with most colleges these days, a rather substantial 
number of R WC1s student body is made up of armed service veterans. 
(Let's not even consider those others who are going to school via 
federal funding). 
These students are paid a set fee (G.I. Bill) for every month or part 
thereof they are enrolled in an educational facility. As long as these 
students are taking a minimum of 12 semester hours here they are paid 
an allotted sum, ($220 per month for unmarried students) regardless · 
of what the school's tuition is. 
This seems like a healthy amount for doing nothing except going 
to school, until you look at the tuition here: $865 per semester. 
Now, it didn't take much figuring LAST year for the veterans here 
to realize that they were just about breaking even when it came to the 
G.I. !Jill vs. tuition from September to ~ay . .(Actually, the vets came 
out m the black by about $25 for ~he entire school year). This, of 
course, isn't figuring board, room or books, which can be added on as 
additional expenses. 
This year, however, with the new 5-1-5 program, it's an entirely 
different story ... 
For the first semester this year, the unmarried vet will receive 
through the G.I. Bill approximately $660 ... the tuition: STILL $865. 
Why such a difference? Because the semester is shorter, monthwise, 
than last year. It's about the same story second semester, ith the 
veteran getting a bit more. 
So the Administration may say, "well, he's getting five courses per 
semester, isn't he, for the same amount of money?" Yes and no. What 
he's actually getting is five courses crammed into a shorter time period 
than four courses took lasfyear without any additional class time to 
make up for the shortened semester. _What he's getting is ....... (but then, 
we all are). 
~o, let's sit back and it not consider our own situation, at least 
consider how veterans feel.. .so that when some of them aren't around 
next semester we'll all know why. 
An added note: According to QUILL staff writer, Louis Godena (a 
veteran), "the RWC Administration didn't send veteran enrollment 
notification to the V.A. until the 18th or 20th of September. It would 
seem that a concerned and judicious Registrar (or Assistant) would 
make an honest effort to insure that the V .A. was notified as soon as 
the individual was registered; not three or four weeks later." Since it 
takes approximately 30 days for the V .A. to process through these 
forms, the vet can look forward to a lean month or two. 
What the problem boils down to is that the Administration failed 
to enroll in the V .A.'s pre~registration program in which veterans may 
receive partial payment before school starts. And was there any help 
from the Financial Aid Department (lead by Don Desrochers)? Not a 
bit. Veterans still had to pay at least one half of their fall tuition 
before they could enroll. And where was this to come from? Even Don 
couldn't finance an answer to that one. . · 
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VIEWPOINTS 
The RWC Bug 
·Have you been tired, 
depressed, worn out and 
generally blah? If your answer is 
yes, take heart-you're not alone: 
It seems that there is a real bug 
going around campus. - The 
sniffles, coughs and headaches are 
its Basic· characteristics. 
Unfortunately, when you are a 
student on the Roger Williams 
Campus, these conditions are 
complieated either by boring 
professors, gross meals or 
roommates who sleep with the 
windows open. 
These conditions are not 
bad when they are alone; but 
when they're just a sample of the 
many complications that a 
student encounters on. campus, 
the situation becomes downright 
depressing. The opinion on 
campus seems to swing towards 
this depression-especially among 
the freshman class. 
I personally will not be 
surprised if there is a line going to 
the Mount Hope Bridge for a 
one-way ticket jump before the 
end of the semester. 
What I'm trying to say is this 
campus lacks something. A 
feeling of belonging, unity, 
togetherness-call it what you 
will-it's not there. I think we 
will all agree that the student 
body of this school has great 
potential. The problem seems to 
by Wayne Ziegler 
be that this potent!al is going to 
waste on either personal 
selfishness, or being dispersed in 
so many different directions that 
it is becoming useless. 
I personally feel that if the · 
power that r~des witliin the 
student body aimed itself 
towards a meaningful goal, it 
could achieve its goal and more. 
There are too many good 
people on campus to let the 
present conditions prevail. One of 
our main priorities should be a 
more unified campus. To coin an 
old adage, "If you're not part of 
the solution, you 're part · of the 
problem." · 
ANYONE FOR A PARTY 
This may sound trite, but I 
was asked to ·write an article for 
the QUILL. More truthfully; I 
. . should say, I timidly offered to 
write one; and the offer was 
tenaciously accepted by Lovonda 
Devine, a member of the QUILL 
Staff~ Consequently, I was tied 
down to a deadline and a 
promise, both of which I relented 
to. But the idea of having 
something I had written held up 
to the .public for debate and 
criticism scared the shit out of 
me. So, I thought I would try a 
different angle. The normal 
function of journalism is to 
provide information-or, if you 
will-to answer questions. Well, 
this is an experiment in 
cooperative journalism. You 're 
: going to provide me with some 
information. My new experience 
here at Roger Williams has raised 
some questions in my mind. I'm 
going to present these to you and . 
hope that someone can help me 
ans.wer them. 
There seems to be a 
tremendous amount of tension 
between this campus and the rest 
of the town of Bristol. Many 
students who I have spoken to 
have expressed fear of Bristolians. 
Is that Bristolianophobia? Their 
stories have covered rape , 
robbery, and threats of physical 
violence; and I wonder if they 
have not gained color from many 
tellings. · Still, I do believe that 
many of the stories are valid. 
. What I would really like to know 
is where this disaffection started? 
Can anybody tell me? 
Another thing about this 
campus is its social condition on 
weekends. It's poisonous. If 
appearences tell the whole story, 
this campus is dead as of Friday 
afternoon. Students . can bitch 
about the school not -having any 
functions, but since when do you 
need poetry reading or a coffee' 
house theatre to party? Party , by 
the way, is a verb. To party-the 
definition: when two or more 
·people get together, get loa~ed, 
laugh a lot, enjoy themselves, get 
horny, enjoy each other, and 
mostly just enjoy. It generally 
makes for healthy, happy human 
beings,- and if you're not 
studying, why not party? So 
that's the question. Whatever 
happened to meaningful 
relationships and social 
interaction? 
So far, as a new student at 
Roger Williams, I've had little 
trouble relating to the faculty or 
Administration. Maybe I'm 
lucky. I have my little moans and 
complaints. But standing in a line 
at the Regist_rar's window and 
then working in the office behind 
that window have softened me in 
respect to that hassle. Being a 
"veteran" dishwasher and cook in 
restaurants has made me 
thankfull for the comparitively 
bright conditions in the snack bar 
and cafeteria. What I really want 
to· know is if some students are 
intimidated by the institution 
that the Administration and 
faculty represent? Or do you 
·honestly believe that the various 
secretaries, deans , professors and 
assistant profs are flesh and 
blood, can be talked to and 
reasoned with? Doesn't Dr. 
Gauvey remind you of someone's 
father? 
The last thing I would like to 
ask is where are all the outraged 
voices? There are definitely 
things that students on this 
campus should be up in arms 
about. I could list some gripes; 
but they're my own, and I 
suspect each of you have your 
own gripes or complaints. I'd yell 
and scr-eam about my 
dissatisfactions. But I'd feel like 
an ass yelling and screaming all 
by myself. There's an 
by Marc Perry 
organization on campus that 
could be quite -effective at 
bitching: 
That many new or old 
students are still ignorant of the 
function and purpose of the 
Student Senate will_ probably be 
covered in another article soon, 
so I won't get into it now. But 
you should know right away that 
the Senate is in charge of your 
money. Your student activity fee 
is worth only as much as the 
Student Senate . does with it for 
you. So check it out. 
I've just this pa~ Monday 
been elected Vice President of 
the Student Senate. I was into 
the idea of being a student 
politician, so I accepted willingly. 
Little coufd I have known of the 
responsibilities that lurked 
behind my nP.wly-won title . So, 
since then I've found out that it 
can be made easier than I had 
thought. I now have two possible 
armies of people to draw from: 
the Administration and my 
fellow students. Now, to this 
date, not many students have 
offered assistance or suggestions; 
but the Administration has 
enthusiastically supplied me with 
both. It seems that they have a 
world of ideas as to what should 
be brought on campus in the way 
of entertalnment. Some of the 
hip younger profs have suggested 
"A Day with Three Dog Night," 
and "A Night with the Osmond 
Brothers." Upcoming lecture 
series could include Gloria 
Steinem lecturing on her topic: 
Don't put out -for free . The 
Administration has suggested 
David Cassidy and the Fifth 
Dimension, and my work study . 
boss wants me-to work on 'Guy 
Lombardo for a formal New 
Year's Dance.' If anyone has any 
better suggestions they would be 
greatly appreciated. If not, can 
anybody tell me where I can get a 
wash-and-wear tuxedo? 
.ON OCTOBER 17 ANd 18, LE.T THESE 
SENIOR CLASS VOICES .BE HEARD! 
VOTE Tl-IE LIBERAL TICl<ET IN 
M1kE SIMEONI .... SENIOR CLASS PRESIDENT 
PETER GREENBERG - SENIOR VlCE-PRESlDE.~T 
ALEX KOINES - SENIOR TREASURER 
MARY McCART-~Y-- SENIOR SECRETARY 
(SUBM\TTED SY STUDEtJTS FOR THlS TlCKE.T) 
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NATION WASTES . 
COLLEGE MANPOWER 
WASHINGTON, D.C.-"The quality levels, there wouldn't regular school offerings. 
nation is turning the prese[lt be-even now-enough qualified -At least 21,000 additional 
flood of college-age population teachers to go around," Herndon teachers for kindergarten and 
down the spillway when it should emphasized. "Last · year, for nursery school programs for 5-
be used for generators and example, we would have needed and 6-year-olds not now enrolled. 
reservoirs," Terry E. Herndon, 670,000 more ·qualified beginning -6,000 or more additional 
execu.tive ,secretary of · the teachers than were available from teachers to reinstate a variety of 
National' 'Ed'ucabon Association, the graduating classes. But what programs and services cut back 
said. in releasing information on actually , happened .was . that since 1969 because of financial 
, teacher education enrollments. 100 ,000 teacl)er.-ed.ucation deficiencies, or which were 
The study by NEA Research . graduates were unable to find considered· desirable but were not 
Services·' indicates that for the teaching positions." offered for other rea'Soris. These 
first t'i'me in . recent years, the According to NEA Research include job-related courses, fine 
numbe~ , .o·t .college graduates Services, the 670 ,000 additional arts offerings, and basic academic 
prepar~d to teach will"'Pro.bably positions . needed to upgrade courses. The number of teachers 
drop' this year, starting a trend programs fall into · these needed would be considerably 
SENAT.E 
SPONSORS SHOW 
expe<_:t«rd to cont,inue indefinitely categories: . enlarged if schools offered the 
"if · tr~pds . towarcj . .-- improved -245,000 additional teachers wider variety of programs 
school .staffing continue.". The to provide special education designed to serve - students 
situatic;m has resulted from (a) pr_ograms and services for currently leaving school before 
publicity on the difficulty of school-age youth now prevented graduation. 
getting_ jobs in teaching and (b) from taking full advantage of -At least 400,000 more 
what may be the . end of the teachers to reduce class size and 
historic trend of annual increases SOCIAL teaching loads fo a level 
in the proportion of the conducive to effective 
college-age population. enrolled in COMMITTEE instruction. 
higher education. "Immediate investments in 
Expressing deep concern that the improvement of public school 
Bobby Comstock is an 
exciting Rock and Roller. He has 
toured with such people as 
Bodiddley, Chuck Berry, and 
more recently, The Rolling 
Stones. This man can Boogey ! 
RWC's Student Senate has the 
great pleasure of presenting him 
to you. The occasion is a Super 
Mixer presented with the 
Assistance of Dorians in 
Newp.ort. The mixer is a sort of a . 
kick to this school's Oktoberfest 
Weekend and the Rocking and 
Rolling should begin at about 
8:30· p.m. on Thursday, October 
18. Get there early and prepare 
yourself to Boogey ! 
TUITION RISE the nation is already beginning to MEETING programs and services, along with lo!le the potential resources the creati9n of appropriate jobs 
offered by the present "wave" of REPORT for college graduates in other 
college-age population, including fields, will not only raise the 
teacher education graduates, quality of public education but 
Herndondeclared: Hey!Listentothis.Nowthat also improve the present' and WASHINGTON, D.C., 
"There is very little evidence I've gotten. your attention, I'd long-term utilization of the October 5-A recent proposal to 
· that the nation is taking any like to give you . a little present wave of college-age more than double undergraduate 
actions necessary to utilize this information aboµt the new Social manpower," Herndon concluded. tuition charges at the nation's 
tide of college-educated Committee. I sincerely hope I ".The decreasing total number of public colleges and universities 
manpower to increase the don't bore you; but then that's children and youth, providing an was denounced by Helen D. Wise , 
nation's annual progress toward. what the .So~:ial Committee is. all outlook for fewer potential president of the 1.4-million 
desiral'?le goals, or to effectively about-boredom. We're going to coll~ge graduates in the 1980's member National Education 
employ it now so that the pool of try to dispell some of it. By the than in the 1970's, along with the Association, as "an attempt to 
qualified n. :'lpower will be time this article is in print, th.ere presently depressed job jarket for roll back the clock in higher 
adequate to the demands in the will . probably be a questionnaire college-educated manpower as a education for lower and · 
1980's when the size of the circulating · about campus which whole, indicate that now is the middle-income families." 
college-age population will concerns social activities. Along t!me to act." The plan, recommended by 
decrease each year." with this questionnaire , you will The study on "Trends in the business-oriented Committee 
Recent enrollment data · for also. ' note, ·has· come Teacher Supply and Demand in for Economic Development 
teacher-preparation programs re-n.otification that you are a Public Schools, 1973-1976" was (CED), essentially calls for 
indicate that students have member of the R.W.C. Social conducted by William S. decreased state and federal 
responded to the reality of the Committee. Yes, folks, you ·are Graybeal, Educational Manpower subsidies of higher education and 
current shortage of jobs for now INVOLVED. Scares you, and Higher Education, NEA is aimed in part at narrowing the 
beginning teachers. Evidence doesn't it? But it's true. Research Services. tuition gap between private and 
from 67 of the 124 largest So far, as an organization the public colleges. Its net effect 
teacher-preparation institutions Social Committee has MARY JANE would be increased financial 
suggests that the number of accomplished much considering pressures on middle income 
graduates completing preparation their present acting membership. Senior Class elections have families. 
to enter teaching in 1973 may be Plans are on the board for a been reopened and with this "This plan aims a direct blow 
smaller than in 1972 by 8,650 . number of. small concerts. Details action we see a new name on the at the children or working and 
· Whereas teacher-education on these are forthcoming. ·we are ballot for the position of middle income families by . 
graduates made up nearly 36 looking at possibilities for All President. The name is that of sharply limiting their prospects . 
percent of the total graduating College Parties, featuring free Ms. Mary Jane Scot, a Senior for a four-year college 
classes in 1972, the percentage is booze and good times. Right now from the Bristol campus. education," said Dr. Wise. 
. expecfed to decrease to 32.6 in we're focusing on the upcoming Mary Jane sees the need for "Its immediate effect," she 
1973 and to slightly under 20 mixer at the dorms, with more to an arbitrator within fhe Senior pointed out, "will be to force 
percent by 1976. come in the future, WE HOPE! Class to reopen communication many parents to seek commercial 
The supply of new teachers is The only real problem the lines not only within her class , loan money at exorbitant iriterest 
expected to shrink in 1973 but Committee faces right now is lack but with regards to the rates. If such money can be 
available teaching jobs will of real student support. We need relationship of the Seniors and found in today's tight market, 
decrease even more-20,800 people in all ar,eas: publicity, the rest of · the RWC student many families will be unable to 
fewer than in 1972, if there is no small-concert production, special body· This is evident in such afford . the higher cost; and 
change in the quality of school events, etc. The list is endless and conflicts · as the 5-1-5 ·issue, students will be forced to drop 
programs and staffing. The ratio it includes my thing you might s e P a rat i o. n of t h e out of college. 
of supply to demand, however, want to see happen. So if you're Providence/Bristol campuses and "This, in effect, closes the 
appears to be rpunding the interested, stop in at the S.A.S. the separation of the door to higher education for a 
corner. The ratio of graduates Office in the. Classroom Building cummuters/resident-,tudents. who 1 e generation of 
seeking_ . teaching jobs· to. the. (which, by the way, is also the ' Give Mary Jane the moderate-income youth seeking 
number of jobs open to them will Student Senate Office) and offer motivating · factor-,.-YOUR to better themselves," she added. 
improve by 1977 from about 2 to your services or suggestibn~. SENIOR VOTE!!! Election days Since its founding in 1942, 
1 to less than -1-1/2 to 1. Mark Perry are Wednesday, October 17 and the CED, which hfls headquarters 
"But. if we brought the Vice President Thursday, October 18. in Washington, D.C., has been a 
.teaching staffs up to minimum Student Senate Patrice Ann Pickering powerful force in the nation's r---:---------..,. _______________ :_ _________ ~10~-~121~-7~3  economic affairs. Its- 200 
J {}. · members are mainly executives of major corporations but include a smattering of educators. While its report does not 
stress the issue, the CED comes 
down strongly on the side of 
increased public aid for struggling 
Hillel Meeting 
ANY students . interested in 
going to Friday night services at 
the Bristol Jewish Temple, please 
attend Hillel meeting Wednesday, 
October 17 at 8 p.m. in LH 
(Classroom Building). 
Dr. Joshua Stein, Professor 
of History at RWC, will address 
the meeting. 
private institutions and decreased 
federal institutional aid to public 
colleges and universities. 
The latter position is in line 
with Nixon Administration 
policy, but is directly antithetical 
to provisions of the landmark 
Higher Education Amendments 
of 1972-federal legislation 
strongly supported by NEA 
which has since fallen heir to the 
Administr~tion 's deceptive 
funding practices. 
One effect of the CED plan 
would be to make private colleges 
more competitive with public 
institutions and thus "throttle an 
already badly squeezed system of 
state colleges," according to NEA 
Higher Education Director 
Charles Bob Simpson. 
"The CED proposal," 
Simpson said, "is one more way 
to squeeze low cost, high quality 
public higher education out of 
business by forcing upper income 
students into elite schools and 
lower arid middle income 
students into vocational and 
technical schools." 
Raising the question of what 
interests these proposals actually 
represent, Simpson noted that 
"none of these business-backed 
reports has suggested that large 
corporations pay an increased 
share of the cost of public higher 
education." · 
He added that organized 
NEA higher education affiliates 
at the 14 state colleges in 
Pennsylvania successfull y 
attacked and fought down similar 
state plans to raise tuition last 
spring with the full backing of 
students, college communities at 




by Jack Kelly 
The most amazing thing, only 
asked~ to do anything or go 
anywhere when someone needs 
something from me, too ugly to 
be funny and laughed at by a lot 
of people; 
It's strange that no one knows 
the soul of me, the feverish 
longing I have for 
companionship, but when I 
stretch out my hand, it is slapped 
away, and then I am slapped in 
the face by the very people I try 
to help , even call my friends, but 
I must try to understand them, 
but then again, why the hell 
should I care. 
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FANTASY IN ROCK MUSIC and CHRISTIANITY 
by L'Angelo Misterioso 
Editor's Note: The objective of 
this article is not only for the 
readers' actual knowledge 
concerning festivity and fantasy, 
but for his actual participation in 
a fantasizing experience. The 
views expressed in this review are 
those of guitarist Peter 
Townshend and author Harvey 
Cox. They represent a close . 
similarity. 
of festivity and fantasy in our 
society today. He sees festivity 
and fantasy as playing lesser roles 
today than they did in the 
Medieval Ages. 
Although both men generally 
express equal ·views concerning 
the reduction of fantasy in music 
and society respectfully , they 
also express nearly parallel 
opinions for the reasons causing 
this reduction. 
need it more than ever with a 
new stage act. These days, every 
super group has to decide not 
only what kind of performance 
to give, but where and when they 
will perform." Upo9 a closer 
examination one may observe 
that Townshend and Artaud both 
posses "fervid futurism" in their 
views. Their concern is wanting 
the "new" so much, that they 
come to reject not only what 
"was" but · what "is." The 
over-indulgence ·of stage 
performances associated with 
rock at the time of the Monterey 
Pop Festival in June, 1967, has 
resulted in its stagnancy today. 
We have become used to the 
experience of loud-blasting, 
hard-pounding, powerful ·rock 
groups on stage. This leads us to 
the aspect of "audience 
participation." 
Cox explains his' views 
concerning participation in his 
section entitled "A dance before 
the Lord" in THE FEAST OF 
Reverand l;larvey G. Cox, 
known as "American 
Protestantism's most influential 
theologian" has written .a book 
from his noble lectures titled 
THE FEAST OF FOOLS. In the 
text, Professor Cox focuses on 
the importance of fantasy and 
In THE FEAST OF FOOLS, 
Cox includes an exquisite treatise 
on the Immolation of the Past in 
which he comments on 
Escharological Immolation. Cox 
sees this as opposing the past for 
fear that it may hinder us in 
creating a future. _This view 
derogates the present for the 
future. Cox refers to Antonin 
Artaud as an example of one who 
believes that a direct experience 
of tbe present is only spoiled by 
reliance · or the past. Artaud 
believed the theatre "should close 
trying to convey ideas and should 
become an alembic of creativity." 
What's Goin' On -
FOOLS. His basic idea is that 
people who can-dance before the 
Lord are of a freer and less 
respective nature . • He co~trasts 
the solemn· and boring rituals of 
the American white to the joyous 
and celebrative rituals of the 
American Negro. They consider 
dancing, singing and hand 
clapping as an · ordinary and 
accepted aspect of any religious 
ritual. In examifrtng Nasons for 
the absence of congregation 
participation in churches, Cox 
bases his reasons on the outdated 
Christian views of participation. 
The view was that one cannot 
have dance without some sort of 
sensuality existing in its 
,-festivity in our lives and suggests -
that these elements have been 
discarded in American religions. 
An interesting correlation may be 
made between Cox's views of a 
changing and less-festive society 
with the views of Rock-Guitarist 
Peter Townshend of the Who and 
his opm10ns of a changing, 
less-festive music scene. 
Peter Townshend is known in 
the rock world as the 
high-jumping, guitar-smashing 
leader of the English band, The 
Who. The group is known for 
their dramatic theatre-as-roc;k 
onstage ambiance. Sint!e 1966, 
the Who have- produced many hit 
records-including the world's 
first rock opera, "Tommy." 
However, Townshend now feels 
that rock music is in a slump, 
lacking much of the fantasy and 
festivity that was present when 
the Who made their initial debut 
in 1966. 
"What's going on now in 
rock music is very stagnant. Rock 
has always been an alternative: a 
chance to twist and shout, 
instead of fox-trot or ball-up and 
cool it. Yet at the age of 14 or so, 
it looks like rock is becoming just 
as unsure of itself as any 
teenager," says Townshend. 
Professor Cox expresses a 
similar view toward the reduction 
Such a view is equally 
expressed by Townshend. In 
contrasting past experiences, 
Townshend has observed the 
changes occur in rock music. The 
total experience and exciteme_nt 
are gone. Since rock seemed to be 
more "novel" in the past, the 
existing memories may hinder its 
validity in music today. In 
recollecting his thoughts, Peter 
says: "Where we are today is a 
little bit different from where we 
were yesterday. When I've been 
the most outrageous and perhaps 
even the loosest was when we 
were in the middle of the seesaw, 
like at the Monterey Pop Festival. 
Nothing I did coµld have tipped 
the seesaw the other 
way-nothing!! WheF{!aS today I 
think the seesaw is definitely 
tipping the other way. This puts 
the Who in a position where I'm 
not likely to do anything that 
will jeopardize my requirements 
for audience feed-back because I 
COFFEEHOUSE REVIEW 
Films at Brown 
Tuesday, October 16--Captain 
Courageous will be shown at 
Cinematheque, 195 Angell Street, 
second floor, Brown Daily Herald 
Building. Showtime is 7:30. 
Wednesday (17)-The Whole 
Town's Talking at 7: 30 and The 
Last Command at 9:30 at 
Cinematheque. 
Thursday (18)-Cinematheque: 
Letters from an Unknown 
Woman at 7:30 and Lillith at 
9:30. 
Friday (19)-Isn't Life Wonderful 
at 7 p.m., Picnic on the Grass at. 
9:30, and Alfred Hitchcock's 
Saboteur at midnight at 
Carmichael Auditorium on 
Waterman Street-first floor of 
the Hunter Psychology Building 
next to Faunce House. ' 
Saturday ( 20 )-Carmichael 
Auditorium: Smiles of a Summer 
Night at 7 p.m. and 9:30. Faunce 
House: The Grove Press Erotic 
Films at 7 p.m. and 9:30 and one 
showing of Alfred Hitchcock's 
classic shocekr Psycho at 
midnight. 
Sunday (21)-Faunce House: 
Stanley Kubrick's A Clockwork 
Orange at 7, 9:30, and midnight. 
Monday (22)-After the Thin 
Man at 7: 30 and the Marx 
Brothers in A.Day at the Races at 
9:30. 
Tuesday (23)-The Little Minister 
THANKSGIVING ON STILTS 
Well, well, wh .. wh .. what can 
I say about a play like this? Ah, 
the set was nice? It did have 
shades of "Seance" in it and we 
did have the added luxury of not 
having a blackout, all in all it was 
a set showing the den of a writer 
and his surroundings, good 
lighting, fine props and good 
· painting ... what more can I say? 
For those of you who are 
wondering about the title of this 
review, "Thanksgiving on Stilts," 
it is not the name of the play but 
· rather its description. The title is 
actually "The Devil on Stilts," 
which I must give a true, honest, 
open-minded and unemotional 
account of this turkey* of a play. 
*(Editor's note: Commonly used 
theatrical term for a flop) 
The play was directed by 
Heather Emmanuel and assisted 
(?) by Judy Hutchings. Donna 
Ferrara played Glenda Craig, 
Bernice Saunders by Pat 
Whittaker and Naomi Eldredge 
by Carolyne Jones. The play 
takes place in the den of writer 
Barry Craig and the whole plot 
revolves around whether or not 
to publish a book that tells about 
the affair that Barry had with 
Bernice Saunders and a court case 
over an affair that Barry had with 
Naomi. Well, it all ends with the 
book being printed and sold, 
which is not about women at all 
but about a trip to the South 
Pole; and that Barry never had an 
affair with Naomi. All is taken 
care of by his wife Glenda Craig 
with some clever maneuvering on 
her part. (Editor's Note: You got 
· us-we couldn't make it out 
either). 
Donna Ferrara (Glenda) 
wasn't meant for this role-not 
that she did a bad job with her 
part-she did a great job, 
considering what she had to work 
with. For .Donna to do this part is 
like casting Helen Hayes in the 
role of Dorothy in "The Wizard 
of Oz." Donna managed to carry 
the part and to bring out the wit 
and humor of Glenda's character; 
but as far as blocking · and 
direction was concerned, it was 
hideous. This is not the fault of 
the actors, but of the director. ' 
She seemed to be moving around 
stage for no reason, blocking was 
boring, and suffered from a lack 
by D. Seth Abbott 
of variation. Done - right stage 
movement would've helped the 
show. 
Pat Whittaker (Bernice-
looked the part. Her character 
was good, but her mqvement 
looked blocked. As with Donna 
she was moving, turning and 
gesturing, for no real reason. 
While some of her costume was 
disturbing, for example, a 
crooked necklac.e ; her 
interpretation of her part was 
excellent and this came through 
on stage. 
Carolyne Jones did a fine job 
as a Southern dumb-bell. She was 
believable and the most enjoyable 
of the three. 
What I saw in this play was 
the close-minded work of one 
· person. It was entertaining which 
is what the Coffeehouse is for. 
(Editor's Note: I would like 
to see the Coffeehouse shows 
picked more carefully than they 
are so that what goes up is the 
best possible production each 
week. It is important, to me 
anyway, not to be satisfied as 
long as something is done for 
Friday night. D.K.) 
at 7: 30 and A Day at the Races· 
at 9:30. Both nights at 
Cinematheque. 
RWC Films 
Monday, October 15-The Classic 
The Maltese Falcon starring 
Humphrey Bogard and on 
Thursday, October 18, Broken 
Arrow with James Stewart. 
Showings at 7 p.m. FREE. 
Friday, October 19 at 8 and 10 
the Coffeehouse Theatre ~ill 
present "A Murder" by William 
Inge. Director Jon Caliri. Cast: 
Mary Steeves, Tony Risoli and 
John Lombardi. 
Upcoming: "A Doctor in Spite of 
Himself" a comedy /satire by 
Moliere will be presented in 
Theatre One on October 25, 26, 
111d 27 a7, and November 1-3. 
8:30 curtain. 
November 9-"Y oung Marrieds at 
Play" will be the Coffeehouse 
production. It will be directed by 
Richard Wilber and he will be 
assisted by Mary Steeves. Cast : 
Tony Risoli, Phylinda Stryker, 
Mark Katz and Donna Ferrara. 
On November 16 two plays will 
be presented: "Crawling Arnold" 
by Jules Feiffer and to be 
directed by Scott Racusin. It will 
be in Theatre One. Following will 
be a production of "The Real 
Inspector Hound" by Tom 
Stoppard, in the Coffeehouse. 
Hound will be directed by Jack 
Mahoney. 
implications. Thus, early 
Christians, theologians placed a 
distrust on the human body and 
its actions in the house of God. 
While Woodstock symbolized 
the kind of communication and 
participation, Townshend is 
notorious for having rejected the 
festival while it was happening. A 
mass gathering is not his solution 
for audience participation, since 
everyone was not totally 
engrossed in the Who while they 
were on stage. The people at the 
festival attended for various 
reasons and only some actually 
had a perspective on what they 
were experiencing. Townshend 
recollects : '.'The possibilities of 
Woodstock were fantastic , but 
the end result was chaos. I think I 
was the first to knock it and 
came up with a lot of bad 
feed-back as a result. I was saying 
it was bullshit, right, and the 
curly-headed kids would~ome up 
and say this is the greatest thing 
that has happened. I felt like 
screwing their heads into the 
mud. It was a success for all the 
wrong reasons!·" 
Both men would probably 
agree on the basic reason why 
fantasy and festivity are lacking 
in society. Cox feel(; it is because 
we have become a pragmatic, 
problem-solving and factual 
society. Because of the scientific 
and industrial revolutfon , we have 
, continued on P. 5 
BRISTOL CINEMA 
October 1 7 - 24 
Wed., Thurs., Fri. , Mon., Tues. 





· 12 great , 
¥ .,: hit songs Including 
"DAY BY DAY." 
• COLUMBIA PICTURES PRESENTS 
A LANSBURY/OUNCAN/RFRIJH PRODUCTION 
Fri., Sat., Sun. 
Mon.-Thurs. 
Mon. & Tues. Ladies' Night 
Weds. Student Night 
7+9 
3-7-9 
~--~.-·-,: . GOOSPELL ·~:; ... : .- IS THE OFACIAL : ·. 
: ,· SELECTIOll TO ·, ·. 
. ·,_ :_ OPEN THIS YEAR'S: ,· 
~ ·. . CANNES FILM . · . 


















George Segal GlendaJackson 
m A Melvin Frank Film 
A 10uch Of Class 
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I.AST TANGO IN PARIS 
You can live with a person 
for a lifetime and learn a lot 
about that person and then one 
day something happens to make 
you realize that you never really 
knew that person at all. You are 
forced to examine what you 
believe, your values and the way 
you live and .the hardest thing of 
all it you have to make changes. 
You don't know why he or she 
did what was done; so you decide 
that a physical relationship with 
no names, no facts, and no strings 
is the answer. Maybe this way 
you can avoid being hurt, avoid 
reality; but can you? 
-
searching for something and the 
something he finds destroys him 
in the end. 
Maria Schneider in her screen 
debut plays Maria stunningly. It 
is another part about which we 
know nothing and learn nothing. 
Ms. Schneider exudes innocence 
and sensuality. She smoulders 
with intense heat. The 
relationship between them, or 
should I say the non-relationship, 
is strange, tender, yet brutal-like 
rough hewn, unpolished prose. 
Her looks will initially entice you 
but her talent and her character' 
will later devastate you. 
alienation, hiding out in a barren 
apartment making love with a girl 
he doesn't know. She tries to tell 
him something of herself, yet he 
stops her. At the end the 
positions are reversed as he tries 
to tell her about himself. When 
he departs from the game because 
he longs for a human 
relationship, because he loves, he 
is killed. The film switches 'from 
French to English to distinguish 
between the real and the u·nreal. 
The photography is striking, 
the scene of Brando_ and 
Schneider in that apartment 
depicting their separation from 
the world is well c}Qwn. The use 
of colors and shadows is well 
defined. Paul and Maria are set 
apart from the rest of the action 
by the camera and yet they are 
shown to be vulnerable . Probably 
the most bizarre and the most 
brilliant sequence is the Tango 
scene: God, it is incredible. You 
have to see it-I can't describe 
that scene. 
After that scene, the 
by Dave Kellogg • 
What is she really trying to kill? 
Their rel~tionship had to end; but 
there are no easy answers. His 
death is shattering but there are 
no easy answers. His death is 
shattering but there were clues to 
the end throughout the film. 
The music is quite good. It 
flows with the film, which is like 
a symphony. The music pulls you 
along with the film until the end. 
You can't help but be caught up. 
There is so much to "Tango" 
that I don't know if any justice 
can be done in trying to interpret 







by W1ll1AM !N&E 
DIRECTED BY JON CAURl 
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8 A1'4d 10PM 
ADMISSION 50~ 
"Last Tango" is a film not to 
be missed. It is an important and 
an explosive film. Marlon Brando 
and Maria Schneider make violent 
and often senseless love, 
spontaneous and yet there is a 
reason for such . lovemaking. 
. Together they tear up Paris, each 
other, and the audience. You are 
overwhelmed by what you see-a 
mixture of one hell of a pleasant 
rush . and a sharp kick to the 
groin. You leave the theatre 
emotionally wasted yet 
somewhat satiated. One thing is 
certain: you know you've seen an 
excellent film. You could call 
"Tango" a cinematic orgasm. 
Bernardo Bertolucci bit off a 
lot with "Tango" because it 
could go in so many directions. 
The film required careful 
direction with a keen ·sense of 
taste. A great deal of talent was 
needed to pull the film off and 
Bertolucci was working with the 
best material. If you're looking 
for thrills you 're in the wrong 
place. The film is far from 
pornographic no matter what it 
has been built up to be-if you go 
to see the film solely for its sex 
you'll probably be disappointed 
but if ""'you• go to see it as a_ 
masterful film . you'll be more 
than ' satisfield. Sex is an 
important part of the plot, but it 
is not intended to be pruriently 
appealing. 
implications become frightening. 
What can they do? Reality is 
closing in on the girl, so she kills 
Brando. Why does she do it? Scene from Last Tango: A cinematic orgasm. 
Marlon Brando is an 
incredibly prolific actor, sensitive 
and emotionally vibrant-he fills 
a screeff and eclipses all else, 
including the city of Paris. All 
you see and hear is Brando; and 
he knocks you out. This film 
might be the culmination of 
earlier roles in his career. You can 
see where his roots are; now, he 
has matured, ~nd just keeps 
getting better. How much of his 
performance is acting and how 
much is Brando "the man," I 
can't say. The character of Paul is 
powerful and enigmatic. He is 
Bertolucci had tight control 
over all aspects of the film, in 
fact, each shot is so technically 
fine that they would make 
excellent stills. He chose his 
images, use of color and film 
angles, not to mention settings, 
with deliberate care. He offers a 
biting analysis of 20th Century 
life; through Paul's eyes, we are 
shown an alternative. The 
character of Paul seeks to avoid 
being hurt in the real world by 
PERVERTS CORNER 
CHRISTIAN-ROCK CONTINUED FROM P. 4 
focused our interests elsewhere 
than on simply enjoying 
ourselves. Cox states: 
"Celebrating and imagining are 
integral parts of humanity, but 
Western industrial man in the 
past few centuries has begun to 
lose his capacity for festivity and 
fantasy. This loss is calamitous 
for three reasons: (1) it deforms 
man by depriving him of an 
essential ingredient in human 
existence; (2) it endangers his 
very survival as a species by 
rendering him a provincial and 
less adaptive sense; and (3) it robs 
him of important place . in . 
fulfilling the destiny of the 
cosmos. The loss is personal, 
social and religious." 
CANDY REVIEW 
Similarly, Pete Townshend 
feels that our conditioned social 
background has taught us to be 
'indifferent toward activities that 
can be duplicated in a similar 
manner. Why go to a concert 
when you can hear the record? 
·Hence, the audiences act at 
concerts the same way they'd act 
while listening to rock music at 
home. He says, "In a way, a 
record is separate; you're in the 
room, you close your eyes, you 
listen to the music. It's separate 
in that it takes you out. But 
concerts now when you go to 
them are just like going to a 
movie because you buy time to 
get amused and get your physical 
thing out in the encore. Nothing 
HERSHEY-ETS: A take off from 
M&M's. the miracle candy that 
melts in your mouth; not in your 
hand. It might not melt in your 
hand; but it leaves pretty 
sploches of red, green, orange, 
yellow, and brown. This is a 
definite tongue tickler! 
CHUNKY: This has gotta be 
America's favority chocolate bar 
(square?). You have your choice . 
of pecan, solid chocolate, and 
regular. Regular contains nuts, 
raisens, and other delicasies. Solid 
chocolate is boring unless you get 
off on its shape. I'll let you guess 
what the pecan (pronounced 
pecan) has in it . Give this one a 
try! 
PAY-DAY: Ya dig peanuts? If 
'137 HOPE ST., BRISTOL 
SUPPLIERS OF 
.. kodak f 1LMs 
PAPEr & ChEMICAL~ 
D11rKrooM suppL11s 
CAMERAS & RCCESSORllS 
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by Norm Mowry 
you do, they Pay-Day is your 
candy bar. I think it's caramel 
inside all those salted nuts, but 
whatever it is, it sure tastes good. 
The only hassle is keeping the 
nuts from falling off into your 
crotch when you open the 
wrapper. Ugh! Eat one! 
NESTLE'S CRUNCH: Another 
all-time favorite. Rice Krispies 
and chocolate, that's all. Get rid 
of the Krispies and you'd have a 
plain ol' chocolate bar. Without 
the choc, all you have is snap, 
cracklin', poppin' Rice Krispies. 
They make an excellent 
combination espe~lly when 
mixed with peanut butter and 
tuna fish! 
MR. GOODBAR: Nuts and 
chocolate make up this one. 
Probably the worst bar on the 
candy rack today. A sure bet 
during the depression which is 
right around the comer! 
ALMOND JOY: With this one 
you can share half and stiil have a 
whole (?) 'cause it's Peter and 
Paul's (minus Mary) best effort. 
If you like cocnut and not 
almonds, you can easily disect 
the almonds with your fingers. 
CHOCO-LITE: I have a very 
special taste bud way in the back 
of my lonesome mouth and it 
ached for that something sweet 
and light. I have solemn bliss 
when the "munchies" sneak up 
on me after school because of 
this candy bar. You can also 
screw up your head while you 
look for the krunchy things 
inside and then find out there 
aren't any. I also know for a fact 
that the mice love this one if you 
leave it out for them as an 
o_vernight snack. Yummy! 
really happens." · 
In comparing expressed 
views, I feel both men present 
similar thoughts towards th'e lack 
of participation in .religious 
rituals or rock concerts. Both 
agree that church rituals and rock 
concerts respectively are 
indifferent and lacking today in 
enthusiasm. In THE FEAST OF 
FOOLS, Cox suggests two \\-ays 
to rectify this situation: (1) 
change the existing litur~ies (or 
songs in Townshend's case) so 
that their themes can stimulate 
fantasy; or (2) don't change the 
church (or rock music) itself, but 
instead change the society or 
audience. This point is especially 
viewed by Townshend in saying: 
"The audience has to be the 
thing. They have to exist within 
the rock framework .- They have 
_. to make th~ rock song. It's very 
hard to see how that kind ot 
situation can come together 
without being filmed so that 
people can understand the 
implications of the event. It's not 
because film is so good, but 
· because films are better than 
records." 
A final comparison may be 
made by concerning the topic of 
a Harlequin Christ and a 
Harlequin Townshend as seen in 
Christianity and rock music 
respectively. 
Cox devotes some exquisite 
thought about a Harlequin Christ 
in THE FEAST OF FOOLS. He 
says in past history that Christ 
has always made his appearance 
'to different generations in 
differend disguises. In 20th 
century, he's a clown. The reason 
for this is that a clown represents 
a target of our own fears and 
fantasies. Whether displaying 
man's clumsiness or unwillingness 
to be bound by laws Cox sees the 
clown as constantly-thronged and 
humiliated, but never finally 
defeated. "We say that our whole 
relation to Christ, to any faith at 
all, and to the whole of existence 
for that matter, it one of 
conscious play and comic 
equivication. Only by assuming a 
playful attitude toward our 
religious tradition can we 
possibly make any sense at all of 
it. Only by learning to laugh at 
the hopelessness around us can 
we touch the hem of tope. Christ 
the Clown signifies our playful 
appreciation of the past and our 
comic refusal to accept the 
spectre of inevitability in the 
future. He is the incarnation of 
festivity and fantasy," says Cox. 
In relation to rock music the 
same general harlequin idea 
applies to Townshend and the 
Who. The entire Who stage act, 
· especially the antics of 
Townshend, is a mixture of solid 
buffoonery and festivity, as well 
as professionally precise music. 
Combining the "best of both 
worlds," the Who also represent 
different things to different 
people in their stage act. Perhaps 
they are displaying their 
respected musical professionalism 
in a form not traditional of many 
other rock groups. Perhaps they 
are mocking other professional 
musicians by acting as clowns and 
acrobats-even though 
Townshend is the only rock 
guitarist ever to write, record, 
and perform' the world's first 
rock opera. Moreover, the Who 
will not resort to a regression of 
their rock, but want to project it 
further into theater and films so 
that their buffoonery can reach 
the greater mass of people. Their 
own stage musical presentation is 
an attempt to break past 
tradition, to stimulate the 
audienc~, and consequently to 
intertwine both festivity and 
fantasy into one complete and 
unilateral experience of 
rock-theater·_ Townshend 
comments: " ... even though Keith 
(Keith Moon, drummer of the 
Who) went through two sets of 
drumsticks in the first ten 
minutes of the act. I had been 
experimenting with new concepts 
of guitaf playing and was now 
incorporating feedback into the 
act, besides indulging in antics 
such as ramming the guitar into 
the speaker cabinet. I wanted m 
amps to be bigger than I was. We 
made a far bigger impact because 
·of our onstage smoke bombs and 
guitar smashing and things." 
)-
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You proved you can fool some of the people some of the 
time but only I can fool them all the time. 
HELP 
WANTED: 
by Paul Feroe 
(CPS)-An ex-·marine Accoraing to tpe veteran, 
Vietnam veteran has charged the someone at one meeting 
Central Intelligenc;e Agency recognized one of the speakers 
(CIA) with actively recruiting and asked if he was working for 
Southeast Asian veterans for / · the CIA. The man acknowledged 
mercenary combat missions in off the record that he was from 
Cambodia. the CIA. ~ 
The CIA, the veteran reports, Pressed as to where the 
is recruiting for jobs that pay up money for - this program was 
to $2,400 a week for helicopter coming from, the speaker said 
pilots and gunners, and up to they ' were not doing the hiring 
$1,800 a week for ground crew but only recruiting for the 
personnel. Cambodian government. Those at 
According to the source, a the meeting were told they would 
member of the Vietnam Veterans be operating American 
Against the War (VV AW), he helicopters with Cambodian 
attended a meeting run by two markings. 
CIA agents in June of this year Applications were handed 
after reading an ad in the Saigon out to be completed and taken to 
POST. The black-bordered ad the Cambodian Embassy in 
announced jobs were available for Saigon. The first night, the 
helicopter and ground crew . veteran said, the speakers 
personnel. Further information collected the resume forms 
would be given in any of three themselves. The veteran and his 
meetings held on consecutive friend returned the: third night , 
nights in Saigon's Ramada Inn. tape recorded part of the 
The veteran and a friend meeting, and filled in forms with 
went to the first . and . ..third false information. Two days later 
meetings; each of which was they reported to the Cambodian 
attended by 300-400 others. The Embassy in Saigon· with the 
large turnout, he - said, was falsified resumes. The 
partially . due to advertising in _receptionist handled their cases in 
favorite hang~uts of veterans still · a routine manner and referred 
living in Saigon. them to an official who examined 
and accepted the resumes. They 
were then told to report . "to a 
Allegations Linger On In Kent State 
government building in Phom 
Penh two days later, the veteran 
said. They had to pay their own 
transportation. ~ 
(C P S) .. ~ Last month's 
announcement that the Justice 
Department is reopening its 
investigation into the Kent State 
shootings came as a surprise to 
many who had assumed or hoped 
the tragedy was by now forgotten 
history . But to those who 
petitioned, sued and pleaded to 
obtain a grand jury proof of the 
incident, Attorney General Elliot 
Richardson's decision to .renew 
federal investigative · efforts 
represents the first favorable 
government reaction to the 
pressures of private citizens and 
staggering accumulation of 
allegations. 
Crucial to any new 
investigation of the shooting 
which left four students dead and 
nine wounded are two key 
questions: 
-Was there a conspiracy on 
the part of the Ohio guardsmen 
to shoot students? 
-Did Terrence Norman, an 
acknowledged former FBI 
informer posing as a 
photographer the day of the 
incident, fire a pistol preceding 
the Guarf fusillade, hitting a 




At the time of the shooting 
the Guardsmen were described as 
being under attack by a "mob" 
of students who had 
"hit .. . practically all of the 
Guardsmen ... with missles of 
various kinds;'' Canterbury 
·concluded, " In view of the 
extreme danger to the troops at 
this point, they were justified in 
firing." 
Photographs and witnesses of 
the incident, however, indicate 
the Guard had already dispersed 
the crowd and established a clear 
exit for themselves. Additionally, 
only one Guardsman required 
any kind of medical attention 
and a number of Guardsmen were 
so unconcerned that they had 
turned their backs on the 
students at the time of the 
firings. Of the students wounded, 
the closest to the Guard was 71 
feet away · when hit and the 
closest student killed was 265 
feet away. 
Arguments that Guardsmen 
engaged in a conspiracy to open 
fire moments before the shooting 
began are based on reports that 
Guardsmen were seen to have 
grouped briefly at the bottom of 
a hill, marched to its top , turned 
almost in unison and began firing. 
A Guard sergeant was 
photographed giving a gesture 
which corresponds to a Guard 
hand signal for an order to fire 
only a· moment before his men 
turned and opened fire. 
Other allegations conc~rn the 
possibility of Norman firing a 
shot later described as "sniper 
fire." Norman is quoted is a letter 
from an Ohio Guard commander 
to Senator Birch Bayh (D-Ind.) as 
having told police, "I think I shot 
one of the students." A Little 
Rock, Arkansas · newsman saw 
Norman's gun turned over to a 
campus detective who opened the 
chamber and reportedly said, 
"My God, he fired four shots. 
What the hell do we do now?" 
,Norman, introduced that day 
by a Kent State campus police 
officer to the National Board 
public information officer on the 
scene as "under contract for the 
FBI," was allegedly issued press 
credentials to photograph the 
demonstration for later 
prosecutions. The FBI report of · 
the incident said Norman's gun 
had not been fired. 
INVESTIGATION 
AUTHORIZED 
A team of Justice 
Department lawyers, headed by 
Robert Murphy, urged 
then-Attorney General ,John 
Mitchell to authorize a gran·d jury 
investigation on the basis of the 
original FBI report .. . both Mitchel 
and his predecessor, Richard 
Kleindienst, refused to order 
grand juries. The 8,000-page FBI 
document is said to be secreted 
away under a security 
classification in the Nat.ional 
Archives. 
As recently as May 25 of this 
year, Leonard Garment, Special 
Counsel to the President, wrote, 
"If a Grand Jury were convened 
it would bring no indictments, or 
bring indictments which would 
only result in acquittal." · 
J<:fforts to reopen the 
investigation include: 
-a petition campaign to the 
President bearing 50 ,000 
signatures; 
-a suit involving parents of 
the slain students, two of the 
woqnded students and a member 
of the President's Commission on 
Campus lJnrest; 
~a recently-released book by 
Peter Davies entitled "The Truth 
About Kent State;" 
;._a study by the Board of 
Church and Society of the United 
Met!llodist Church. ' 
GRAND JURY • 
INVESTIGATION 
A crucial issue in the 
suit to compel a grand jury 
investigation is closely related to 
an issue involved in the current 
litigation over the President's 
Watergate ·recordings. In both 
cases the Administration is 
claiming power to control the 
inve;tigative powers of grand 
juries. The Kent State plaintiffs, 
following this reasoning, filed a 
"friend of the court" brief in 
support · Of Spec,ial Prosecutor 
Archibald Cox and the grand jury 
in the Watergate tapes case. 
It's been suggested taht 
attacks on the Justice 
Department handling of the 
Watergate conspiracies plus a rash 
of allegedly "political" trials 
instigated by the government 
during the Nixon Administration 
have contributed to Richardson's 
decision fo overrule his 
predecessors. 
The renewed investigation 
does not necessarily dictate the 
calling of a grand jury; however, 
the fact that the new 
investigation is being entrusted to 
Robert Murphy, whose team of 
lawyers recommended a grand 
jury three years ago indicates it is 
now a real possibility. 
The over three years of legal 
complexity and bureaucracy 
added new irony to the 
declaration of Brigadier General 
Canterbury on the morning of 
the shooting, "These students are 
going to have to find out what 
law :rnd order is all about." 
-Briefs 
NOL LON? 
(CPS) ... Lon Nol is the only 
world leader whose name is 
spelled forwar,d and backward the 
same way. 
NIXON COMES CLEAN 
(CPS) ... President Nixoq has 
declared the period from 
September 15 to October 14 to 
be "Clean Up America Month." 
Although the veteran 
personally_ knew of three persons 
who went to Cambodia under the 
stated conditions, he returned to 
the United States instead. 
A CIA spokesman, contacted 
in Washington, "categorically" 
denied any CIA involvement and 
added, "there is no such 
program" being conducted by the 
CIA. 
The spokesman said the CIA 
has received reports of a person 
posing as a CIA agent, however, 
making similar promises and 
requiring servicemen to pay a $50 
"registration fee." After the fee is 
paid, he said, the serviceman 
never sees or hears from the man 
again. ' 
Asked about this report, the 
VV AW source said he was not 
asked to pay any registration fee 







-While excavating ancient 
civilizations, archaeologists have 
also dug up a few ancient crimes, 
including murder. Ac;co~ding to 
the 'October SCIENCE DIGEST, 
digs at Nubia,' Pakistan, in 
England and in the American 
Southwest have uncovered the 
remains of what apparently were 
the victims of man's w'orst crime 
against himself. Some leave the 
door open for a little 
archaeological sleuthing, ·such as 
the perfectly preserved body of a 
girl, dead for 1500 years and 
wearing a dress with bloodstains 
still visible on it. Besides being 
raw material for detective stories, 
most of these finds also provide 
important clues about the 
cultures in which the crimes were 
committed. 
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Tufts Versus Women 
Stan/ o_rd Paper Sues 
To Prevent Raids 
(CPS)~Prompted by a police 
search of psychiatric records at a 
local hospital, the staff of the 
University of Stanford DAILY 
recently filed suit for the second 
time in two years seeking a 
preliminary injunction agl!inst 
future searches of its campus 
office. 
The DAILY staff sought 
similar relief following a police 
search of their office in April, 
1971. 
At that time,- Palo Alto 
police and Santa Clara sheriff's 
deputies, armed with search 
warrants, searched the DAILY 
staff's files, desks and 'personal 
belongings for photographs of a 
recent campus sit-in. They left 
empty handed. 
Later that year, a U.S. 
· Di.strict Court judge ruled the 
search illegal and unconsti-
tutional under the first, fourth 
and fifth and fourteenth 
amendments of . the U.S. 
Constitution. The judge criticized 
issuance of search warrants to 
police for the purpose of 
inflicting a search on .a party not 
suspected of a crime. 
He termed . the use of search 
warrants an '-'excessive measure" 
which left the DAILY staff with 
no legal recourse. 
The judge refused, however, 
to issue an injunction preventing 
further searches, explaining that 
it was unnecessary since police 
would obey the ruling of the 
court. · 
That decision is curre!Itly 
under appeal by the Palo Alto 
police department. 
Over the .summer, 
investigators from the local 
district attorney's office again 
used search warrants-this time to 
seek psychiatric records at 
Stanford Hospital. The similarity 
of the two cases led the DAILY 
staff to file suit a second time, 
requesting that the court issue a 
permanent injunction against 
further searches. 
A spokesman for the DAILY 
staff expressed doubt that a court 
would issue such an injunction , 
despite . the Palo Alto police 
department's disregard for their 
earlier court ruling. 
(CPS)-A precedent-setting 
suit by the federal government 
has been filed in U.S. District-
Court, Boston, against Tufts 
University, alleging sex 
discrimination against two 
women Fine Arts teacher$. 
The Equal Employment 
Opportunities Commission 
(EEOC) petition, filed this 
summer on behalf of Professors 
Christiane Joost-Gougier and 
Barbara E. White followed an 
EEOC investigation of the 
Medford, Massachusetts . school 
last winter. 
The civil rights class action 
suit alleges discriminatory 
behavior on the part of the 
former Fine Arts Department 
Chairman, and asks the court to · 
en1om Tufts from, dismissing 
Joost-Gaugier and White until an 
administrative determination of 
reasonable cause and attempted 
conciliation if reasonable cause is 
found can be effected. 
' Both women Were scheduled 
to have their employment 
terminated by Tufts on August 
31. White was denied tenure- last 
year while Joost-Gaugier was not 
rehired following the 1972-73 
school year. White taught for 
seven years at Tufts, while 
Joost-Gaugier had been there for · 
four years. 
Joost-Gaugier was informed 
by the Tufts Dean of Faculty 9f 
the two reasons for her dismissal: 
her lack of a Ph.D. (which she has 
since received from Howard 
Univ_ersity), and her .;duplication 
of the department chairman's 
speeialty. The Fine Arts 
department chairman was hired a 
year after Joost-Gaugier started 
teaching at Tufts. 
According to the EEOC 
investigation, White was denied 
tenure by a committee directly 
influenced by her department 
chairman who solicited adverse 
recommendations and because 
"though she had three 
pregnancies and two babies, (she) 
was not given any extension of 
he~ probationary period before 
the tenure decision was made." 
· According to . the suit, the 
activities Tufts allegedly engaged 
in are: 
The maintenance of 
discriminatory tenure and 
promotional practices, policies, 
or systems; 
Discriminatory harassment of 
employees because of their sex 
and because they opposed 
unlawful employment policies 
and practices; 
The maintenance of a policy 
and practice of discriminatory 
hiring and recruiting; 
The maintenance of 
discriminatory wage and salary 
policies, practices and systems; 
Rataliation against 
employees who oppose unlawful 
·employment practices. 
The EEOC also seeks to 
enjoin Tufts from hiring any male 
professional in the Fine Arts 
Department without application 
to and approval of the U.S. 
District Court in . Boston, from 
publishing any information 
possibly detrimental to the 
interests of the women, and from 
taking action _against any Tufts 
employee or student because he 
or .she "opposed . unlawful 
employment practices based on 
sex." 
A hearing for a preliminary 
injunction will be held sometime · 
after September 24, as a result of 
a request for postponement by 
the university counsel "to enable 
all relevant parties fo be present 
for the hearing." 
Under court directive, Tufts 
· is paying the women an amount 
equal to their base salary to 
offset the harm caused by the 
difference between the trial date 
and the · date the university 
terminated their employment. 
According to an EEOC 
spokeswogian in Washington, this 
National Student Association 
wants Students to Unionize 
(CPS)-lf the leaders of the 
National Student Association 
have their way, college 
administrators will . soon be 
bargaining not only l.vith unions 
of janitors, secretaries, and 
professors but also with unions of 
students. · 'I 
For the third ~raight year, 
talk of creating a national student.· 
union was a dominant theme at 
the association's annual National 
Stl!dent Congress. 
Delegates passed a resolution 
declaring unionization of 
students to be a top priority and 
establishing a three-member task 
force "to investigate and work 
towards the unionization of all 
colleges and universities that 
express interest in unionization." 
The resolution also declared 
that N .S.A. would be the national 
collective bargaining agent on 
campuses subject to the approval 
of each individual campus. 
As a first step, the 
association's new president, Larry 
Friedman of Queens College in 
New York City, said he wanted 
to prepare to "cope with the 
realities of faculty unions." 
The students had at least two 
. goals for creating a union: 
-Resuscitating the moribund 
national student movement; 
-Meeting the challenge of 
faculty collective bargaining, 
which student leaders fear will 
leave them out in the cold. 
The students generally agreed 
that the ' national student 
movement that dominated the 
1960's was dead. "We are here in 
Miami Beach for the funeral of 
the student movement," said Ron 
Ehrenreich, the outgoing N .S.A. 
Vice President. 
Delegates felt that the 
creation of a national student 
political organization such as an 
individual-member national union 
of students which is what most 
European countries have, could 
turn some student energy back to 
national issues. 
Concern about the effects of 
increasing faculty unionization 
was also apparent. 
American Federation of 
Teachers representative Israel 
Kugler told one session of 
students that students and 
faculty shared such areas of 
common concern as . class size, 
physical facilities, academic 
freedom, and . the ove~-use of 
graduate teaching assistants. He 
said the A.F.T. has a slogan: 
"What . ,students want, teachers 
need," and that it "advocates 
that students organize and 
bargairi on their own over issues 
that concern them and get rid of 
the shameful facade called 
student government." 
is the· only case involving a 
university ever filed by the 
federal government's 
anti-discrimination organization. 
She said 67 of 181 suits currently 
being brought by the EEOC were 
on the basis of sex 
discrimination, but no other 
involved an institution of higher 
learning. 
Last winter's EEOC 
investigation of ' Tufts was 
conducted after Joost-Gaugier 
and White separately approached 
the Boston district office alleging 
sex discrimination as the basis for 
the termination of their 
employment. 
The suit against Tufts is 
based upon provisions in Title IX 
of the Educati9n Amendment of 
1972, and Executive Orders 
which prohibit sex discrimination 
in the employment practices of 
educational institutions receiving 
federal. contracts. Tenets of the 
Civil Rights Act of 1964, the 
Equal Protection clause of the 
Fourteenth Amendment to the 
U.S. Constitution, and the Equal 




scientists have published a study 
which they say shows that 
political recesses held by 40 
colleges and universit;es in 1970, 
allowing students to participate 
in political activities, were almost 
totally ineffective. 
Jack Dennis and Austin -
Ranney of the University of 
Wisconsin at Madison questioned 
students from · 14 institutions 
which granted recesses and 44 
which did not. The difference 
between the two groups of 
schools in the percentage of 
students who involved themselves 
politically during the recesses was 
only three percent (14% from 
schools with recesses; 11 % from 
those without). Dennis and 
Ranney say this can be accounted 
for simply by the fact that 
schools which adopted the recess 
plan were generally 
"academically selective, 
prestigious, well-off private 
universities, from which a higher 
rate of student· political 
participation would normally be 
expected." 
The recesses were granted 
following the Cambodian 
invasion and. Kent State slayings; 
and at the time, backers of tbe 
idea cited three major 
justifications for the plan: it 
would help in effectively 
channeling student outrage into 
political action ,_ it would increase 
student value for the system for 
the · changes they wanted, and it 
would serve as a cooling-off 
period for students. Only the 
final objective, that of providing 
a cooling-off period, was actually 
realized, according to the study. 
The actual result . of the 
recesses, the researchers say, was 
that political participants actually 
felt m·ore negative about the 
American political system, and 
those wbo participated the most 
intensively · experienced the 
greatest drop in approval of the 
existing system. 
Therefore, the recesses 
"made only the most marginal 
contribution, if any , to increasing 
student participation in the 1970 
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